Clues of cultural transmission in cooperative foraging between artisanal fishermen and bottlenose dolphins, *Tursiops truncatus* (Cetacea: Delphinidae)

Culture has shaped human evolution. As it facilitates the emergence and propagation of adaptive behaviors, it expands the niche and fitness of individuals (Boyd & Richerson 1996; Richerson & Boyd 2005). Culture can also shape phenotypes of nonhuman animals (e.g. Laland & Hoppitt 2003) and the structure of their societies (e.g. Cantor & Whitehead 2013). Although animal cultures are arguably different from the cumulative and symbolic human cultures (Laland & Galef 2009), there is an operational definition of culture, which considers that cultural behavior has two main components: it is socially learned and shared among individuals (e.g. Whitehead & Rendell 2014).

The evidence for culture among whales and dolphins has been growing as we better understand their memory and learning abilities, and the social complexity of their groups (Whitehead & Rendell 2014). Experimentation in captivity (e.g. Janik 2014) and observational studies (e.g. Kuczaj et al. 2012) have demonstrated that social learning is key in their social lives. Learning from conspecifics is the primary mechanism of sympatric behavioral divergences, rapid spread of innovations, and evolution and maintenance of behavioral variants in wild cetaceans (e.g. Cantor & Whitehead 2013). For instance, social learning better explains the spread of acoustic communication signals and specialized foraging techniques in humpback whales *Megaptera novaeangliae* (Borowski, 1871) (Noad et al. 2000, Allen et al. 2013), orca whales *Orcinus Orca* (Linnaeus, 1758) (Ford et al. 1998, Deckee et al. 2000), and bottlenose dolphins *Tursiops truncatus* (Montagu, 1821) (see Whitehead & Rendell 2014).

A very distinctive foraging tactic of free-living bottlenose dolphins involves a complex interaction with artisanal fishermen, which is exclusive to a few populations off south Brazil (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). We showed recently that this behavior is group-specific and shared among some individual dolphins (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012). But how this foraging tactic is transmitted remains unclear. Here, we discuss observations from our three-decades of studies indicating that the transmission includes learning processes on both sides of the interaction, between dolphins and fishermen. Our argument emphasizes that social learning is a necessary component of this foraging tactic, while the contributions, if any, of genetic and ecological factors are minor. In this case, the dolphin-fisherman cooperation would strengthen the evidence for culture in non-humans (Laland & Galef 2009).

The dolphin-human foraging tactic is composed of specialized and coordinated behaviors from both species. To herd mullet (*Mugil spp.*) shoals, solitary or small groups of dolphins engage in circular movements between 20 and 40 m from shore, chasing the fish towards the fishermen. The fishermen stand in lines in shallow waters (<1 m) or on moored canoes (Petterson et al. 2008) waiting for the dolphins to perform any of the following specific cues: back presentation, head slap, partial emersion, or tail slap (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). These behaviors are the climax of the interaction, the cues recognized by the fishermen as the right moment for casting their nets. Compared to other dolphin-human interactions – at Moreton Bay, Australia (Fairholme 1856), and El Memghar, Mauritania (Busnel 1973) – the cooperative behavior observed in southern Brazil is more synchronized, with mutual responses between fishermen and dolphins.

Although local conditions must be favorable for this cooperative tactic to be of benefit to both dolphins and fishermen, environment alone is unlikely to drive the interaction. First, the cooperative tactic occurs in only four dolphin populations along a 220 km coastline in southern Brazil (Laguna: 28°29’48.14"S, 48°44’57.20"W; Ararangua: 28°53’41.83"S, 49°18’14.31"W; Torres: 29°19’31.62"S, 49°42’44.00"W; Tramandai: 29°58’34.76"S, 50°7’4.63"W) where key environmental attributes and ecological conditions are very similar – e.g. habitat type, prey availability and behavioral stimulus (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). This coastal area contains river mouths, lagoons and estuaries with a similar assemblage of prey (including seasonal migration of massive schools of mullet fish) that sustain artisanal fisheries with casting nets. However, there are dolphin populations whose individuals have never engaged in the cooperative foraging. What seems to lack in these dolphin populations is the expertise of how to interact with fishermen. Second, some dolphin populations contain both cooperative and non-cooperative individuals, which makes it even clearer that the influence of the environment is minor. In Laguna, for instance, only 40-45% of the individuals cooperate with fishermen (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012), although all dolphins are residents of the same lagoon system.
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In this case, it is the dolphins’ social environment that seems key for the cooperative tactic, because the social relationships among dolphins are segregated between those that cooperate with fishermen and those that do not (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012).

The formation of such social groupings according to foraging tactic (cooperative vs. non-cooperative) may have emerged by individuals preferentially interacting with those who perform the same foraging tactic (homophily), or by predefined social affiliations during which individuals acquire the tactics of their affiliates (social influence), or more likely by both operating in tandem (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012, Cantor & Whitehead 2013). In any case, social interactions would provide opportunities for individuals to learn (observe, imitate, emulate, and/or copy) from one another (Cantor & Whitehead 2013) while social groupings provide opportunities for selective social learning (Kuczaj et al. 2012). A parallel case comes from the bottlenose dolphins that use sponges as foraging tools in Shark Bay, Australia. In this population, the sponge foraging skills are socially learned and reinforced by homophily, leading to culturally-segregated social groups of tool-users (Kopps & Sherwin 2012, Mann et al. 2012) resembling the distinct social groups of cooperative and non-cooperative dolphins in Laguna (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012). It is very unlikely that these foraging tactics would emerge, then spread, in these populations without learning.

However, asocial learning alone would not suffice. The cooperative tactic has been maintained across generations of fishermen and dolphins with few changes (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). Thus, for asocial learning to explain its persistence over the years, many individual dolphins would have to re-create, independently and multiple times, the whole behavioral repertoire involved in the interaction with the fishermen. This scenario is much less parsimonious than dolphins learning the skills and rewards of the interaction by observing their social contacts, and serving as models of this behaviour for younger dolphins. Akin to fishermen, where the cooperative fishing tactic is culturally passed down from generation to generation (fathers to sons) and transferred among peers (Peterson et al. 2008), social learning seems to be at play among the participating dolphins.

As highly cognitive animals, dolphins develop their behavioral repertoires from early ages, discovering behaviors within their social environment by observing their mothers and other members of their social group (reviewed in Kuczaj et al. 2012). Therefore, the transmission of the cooperative foraging tactic should not be different. While dolphins can learn horizontally – from their peers, within social modules – the tactic is primarily acquired by calves from their mothers (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998) likely due to the long duration of their social bonds (see also Kopps & Sherwin 2012, Kuczaj et al. 2012). Vertical transmission may suggest a genetic component; however, the strong mother-calf bond underlies mammalian traditions as it creates a very appropriate scenario for social learning (e.g. Bosch 1991). For instance, in the Shark Bay bottlenose dolphin society, vertical social learning is the primary transmission mechanism of the skills involved in using sponges as foraging tools (e.g. Kopps & Sherwin 2012), outweighing environmental, sex and kinship effects (Mann et al. 2012). Mothers also play an important role in direct instruction and teaching (e.g. Thornton & Rimani 2010). Although relatively rare, teaching has been observed in dolphins (Bender et al. 2009) and could participate in the transmission of the cooperative foraging tactic (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998).

Female dolphins usually exhibit a higher site fidelity to certain localities (e.g. Wells et al. 1987), thus contributing to the maintenance of local cultural repertoires. Nevertheless, females can be more prone to innovate (Russell & Russell 1990) and, indeed, we see some variations in the cooperative tactic between populations. The stereotyped behaviors are identical in both populations from south Brazil but their frequency of occurrence is different: head slaps are much more common in Tramandaí (37%) than in Laguna (7%), where back presentation is the most frequent cue used. Moreover, in Laguna, dolphins usually herd fish approaching fishermen obliquely (42%; n = 2,395 events), whereas in Tramandaí they mostly do so in parallel (51%, n = 630 events) (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). This variation could result from the high level of residence of the individuals. The two populations are relatively close (220 km apart) with no geographical barriers, but gene flow and movement between them is low and typical only of adult males (Costa et al. 2015, Simões-Lopes & Faria 1999). Thus, if exchanging of information between the population is rare, behavioral variations may arise by individual learning or learning errors, and can be fixed locally by social learning (Krutzen et al. 2011).

More than the mere presence of culture in an animal population, it is the effects of culture on ecology, population biology, and genetic evolution that are more relevant (e.g. Whitehead 2009). We propose that the dolphin-human interaction has such consequences, as the cooperation is beneficial to both parties. Cooperatively, fishermen more easily catch the shoals herded into the muddy waters where visibility is limited, and dolphins more easily catch fish disoriented by the nets; overall, both parties seem to increase their catch of larger fish (Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). An additional benefit suggests that dolphins which cooperatively forage, reduce their spatial range, while dolphins that do not participate have larger home ranges and foraging areas (Daura-Jorge et al. 2012). If the cooperative tactic is indeed effective, one can expect effects on individual fitness, and ultimately on genetic and population structures. Given the apparent benefits, it is still puzzling why some dolphins never cooperate with fishermen, resulting in social segregation within a population (as in Laguna; Daura-Jorge et al. 2012). We submit two non-exclusive hypotheses for the restricted spread of the cooperative tactic in a population (both of which remain to be tested). First, learning takes time and is energetically costly; and interacting with fishermen may have the additional risk of entanglement in casting nets. Thus, not all individuals may be prone to invest in the acquisition of the cooperative tactic. Second, the environment may have reached its capacity, meaning that spots
for cooperative fishing are limited and cannot support an entire population of cooperative dolphins. In this case, competition would have made independent foraging (i.e. not cooperating with fishermen) an equally advantageous tactic for some dolphins.

In summary, we identified the following evidence in favor of the cultural transmission of the cooperative foraging tactic among dolphins: stereotyped and synchronized behaviors, which are shared among subsets of the population and maintained across generations via social learning, primarily from mother to calves. A very similar mechanism operates on the fishermen side: the techniques are local traditions passed from more experienced individuals to others through learning and teaching (Peterson et al. 2008). To date, the evidence comes from field observations. However, as more individual data on the dolphins becomes available, it will be possible to test and quantify the precise contribution of social learning in producing the cooperative tactic in comparison to other factors – such as sex, kinship, and habitat use, which can influence social relationships and cultural transmission (e.g. Mann et al. 2012). Additionally, modeling techniques (e.g. Cantor et al. 2015) can shed light on the origins and spread of the cooperation between dolphins and humans. Continuing to provide evidence for cultural transmission of behaviors that have critical implications for fitness in the wild will consolidate the evidence for social learning as an evolutionary force outside our species, and aid research aiming to understand the potential common origins of culture (e.g. Laland & Galef 2009).
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